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There is no need to worry or strive. For you are able to intend and allow.
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You are so highly capable that you’d be stunned to see the full extent of what
you can do. Unfortunately, most of that capability is smothered under your own
doubts, fears and worries.
Fortunately, you can crowd all those negative things out of your awareness. The
way to do that is with a solid, specific, deeply meaningful intention.
When each day begins, choose to focus on a clearly defined way in which you
intend to make life better. Then, as the day goes along, allow yourself to make
use of opportunities that arise for fulfilling that intention.
Those opportunities will most certainly be there. You don’t have to strive or wish
or struggle or connive.
Simply have a clear, meaningful intention, and allow yourself to fulfill it. Intend,
allow, and put your amazing capabilities to their highest use.

Live true
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Today, in the everyday details of life, feel your purpose. Today, as you choose
how to spend your time, live your purpose.
Your life has unique meaning and the potential for much more meaning. Stay true
to the real, living, authentic person you are, and fulfill that potential.
You know what feels right for you and what feels wrong. Pay attention to that feeling, and remind yourself to stick with what’s right.
Enjoy and explore, learn and love, create, support and empower all that is important to you. You have meaningful work to do, and a beautiful vision to express,
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and today is your opportunity to do it.
Don’t let yourself get too conceited or too dismayed by what others think or say
about you. Do what you know is good and right, and in line with your purpose, and
all will work out for the best.
Live true to your deeply felt purpose. And you will truly live well.
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ATLAS LOGISTICS - RANKED AMONG THE TOP 50 LOGISTICS COMPANIES IN
THE FOREIGN TRADE.
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RENEWAL OF MTO REGISTRATION
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Mr. Tsukasa Hasegawa celebrated his Birthday at Atlas Corporate Office. Heart full
wishes from Atlas family
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Logistics Updates
cent from a year earlier as
Russian exports fall, JapaIndia, China and Japan nese demand increases and
join hands for piracy con- supplies contract in Singapore, the world's biggest
trol
bunker
port.
India, China and Japan recently agreed for better coor- Vessel owners are already
dination among their naval contending with a glut of
ships deployed for escort of ships that sent the Baltic Dry
merchant vessels in the pira- Index down for a 30th
cy-infested Gulf of Aden, the straight session last week,
Lok Sabha was informed on capping a 61 per cent deMonday. In a written reply to cline last month, the most for
a question in the Lower any January since the Baltic
House, Defence Minister A K Exchange started publishing
Antony said, "India, China figures in 1985. Ship fuel
and Japan have recently jumped 36 per cent in Singaagreed for better coordina- pore last year, more than
tion among their naval ships four times the 8.2 per cent
deployed for escort of mer- gain for West Texas Interchant vessels in the Gulf of mediate, the US benchmark
Aden."
crude grade, according to
Denying that the government data. Prices will average $
has plans to sign pacts with 750 a tonne by 2016, acneighbouring countries to cording to a shipping concounter militant activities and sultant. The price was at $
check piracy, Antony said, 735.5 a tonne in Singapore
"Nevertheless, the security last week.
and surveillance apparatus
for coastal defence has been
Freight
enhanced over the years."
Major Carriers to Raise
High bunker prices exacer- Rates from India to Africa
bating shipping industry Three major container carrigloom
ers plan to raise rates on
Record prices for ship fuel shipments from India to
are compounding losses at ports in East/West Africa,
freight companies already starting April 1. Genevasuffering from the worst Jan- based Mediterranean Shipuary on record for transport ping Company will impose a
rates. Prices of bunker fuel rate increase of $200 per 20averaged $ 728.18 a tonne foot container on trade from
in Singapore last month, ex- India
to
East
Africa.
ceeding the all-time high of
July 2008, according to data. Middle East carrier Emirates
Shipping fuel rose 30 per Shipping Line will also hike

Shipping

rates on cargo moving from
the Indian subcontinent to
East Africa by $200 per
TEU.

by the law ministry and the
components have been formulated," said an official of
the Dedicated Freight Corridor Corporation of India .
Infrastructure
DFC, a company promoted
by the Railways, will earn its
Only one-fourth of 587 share of revenue through the
SEZs operational: Sharma track access charge for the
movement of goods through
Among 587 special econom- upcoming 3,300 km-long
ic zones (SEZs) approved by freight
corridor.
the government to boost exports, only 154 of them have "The track access charge
become operational, Com- will be calculated covering
merce and Industry Minister construction cost, depreciaAnand Sharma told the Ra- tion cost and operations and
jya Sabha on Wednesday. maintenance costs," added
During Question Hour, Shar- the official. According to an
ma said that the government official of the Railways, DFC
had approved 587 SEZs, of has sought 5,000 crore in
which 380 have been noti- the upcoming budget to supfied.
port its various projects. The
The number of operational company has completed
SEZs is 154 or 25.43 per 66% of the land acquisition
cent of the approved special on both sides of the corridor
zones. "If there are delays and it expects that the probeyond permission, actions cess of land acquisition
are taken," he said adding should be completed by the
several requests have been end of the current year.
received for denotification of
SEZs in view of taxation issues and slowdown in target
market

Railways
Railways to approve model concession pact for
freight
corridor
soon
The Indian Railways, having
details of the track access
charge for the upcoming
freight corridor, will approve
the model concession agreement soon. "The agreement
has already been approved
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New Joinees
MR. MADDERLA MAHESH
SENIOR EXECUTIVE CUSTOMER COORDINATOR (HYD)
MR. KARTHIK K S
ACCOUNTS ASSISTANT (BLR)
- Atlas welcomes the new joiners to our
family.

Resigned Employees
MR. VINOD KAMBLE (BOM)
MR. PRABHANJAN S (BCO)
- Atlas wishes good luck for their future.

Atlas India Holiday List

February
17 Maha
Shivaratri
(Only for BLR, CCJ, COK, GOI, JPR,
IXE, BOM, NGP, PNQ)
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Atlas Insight wishes Happy Birthday to

FEBRUARY
R. ABBAS KHAN

03RD BCO

RAVEESHA T

03RD BLR

JITENDER KUMAR

05TH DEL

MANOHAR JAI GANESH

06TH BCO

BALJEET SINGH

06TH DEL

RAMESH P

06TH MAA

SOORAJ K SURESH

06TH COK

PAWAN KUMAR

08TH DEL

PREMPAL SINGH

15TH DEL

AMIT KUMAR

19TH DEL

PRAKASH V DADARA

21ST AMD

SAKTHIVELS

22ND MAA

RAVI KUMAR D

25TH BLR

SATHISH P

28TH MAA

SANGEETA A DIXIT

28TH NGP
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